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ABSTRACT
Many proofs of concept blockchain applications built us-
ing Hyperledger Fabric, a permissioned blockchain platform,
have recently been transformed into production. However,
the performance provided by Hyperledger Fabric is of sig-
nificant concern for enterprises due to steady growth in net-
work usage. Hence, in this paper, we study the perfor-
mance achieved in a Fabric network using vertical scaling
(i.e., by adding more vCPUs) and horizontal scaling (i.e.,
by adding more nodes) techniques. We observe that net-
work scales very poorly with both of these techniques. With
vertical scaling, due to serial execution of validation & com-
mit phases of transactions, the allocated vCPUs are under-
utilized. With horizontal scaling, due to redundant work
between nodes, allocated resources are wasted though it is
utilized. Further, we identify these techniques to be un-
suited for dynamically scaling a network quickly to mitigate
an overload situation, and hence, it results in a 30% drop in
the performance.
To increase the CPU utilization and hence the perfor-
mance, we re-architect Fabric to enable pipelined execution
of validation & commit phases by introducing dirty state
management using a trie data structure. Additionally, we
facilitated the validation phase to validate transactions in
parallel by introducing a waiting-transactions dependency
graph. To avoid redundant work performed between nodes
and to quickly scale up a network, we propose a new type of
peer node called sparse peer, which selective commits trans-
actions. Overall, we improved the throughput by 3× and
reduced the time taken to scale up a network by 96%.
1. INTRODUCTION
Blockchain technologies gained popularity as it provides
a way to get rid of the intermediary and decentralizes the
application. A blockchain is a ledger that records transac-
tions and data which is replicated across multiple peer nodes
where one node does not trust another. Each node holds an
identical copy of the ledger as a chain of blocks, with each
block being a logical sequence of transactions. A block is
created by executing a consensus protocol among the nodes,
and each block encloses the hash of its immediate previous
block, thereby guaranteeing the immutability of the ledger.
For an enterprise use-case, which involves interaction be-
tween multiple organizations, a permissioned blockchain
network is suitable as it supports authenticated participants,
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and privacy for transactions, data, and users. Different
organizations own nodes in a permissioned network, and
transaction logics are implemented using smart-contracts.
Hyperledger Fabric [20] is the most popular permissioned
blockchain platform hosted by The Linux Foundation [8].
Many proofs of concept blockchain applications built us-
ing Hyperledger Fabric for various industries, such as Food
Trust [7], Chain-m [2], openIDL [10], TradeLens [14], We-
Trade [17], SecureKey [13], CLSNet [3], and everledger [5] to
name a few, have recently been transformed to production.
However, the performance of Hyperledger Fabric is a sig-
nificant concern for enterprises due to steady growth in net-
work usage. For example, to track the provenance of ingre-
dients used in food products, such as protein bars, choco-
lates, other packaged foods, we need to store lots and lots
of records at a high rate. In the current form, Fabric can-
not provide the performance needed by large provenance
use-cases and finance industry—stock exchanges, credit card
companies, such as Visa [16], and mobile payment platform,
such as AliPay [1] (a peak of 325k tps). Further, with in-
novations in tokens [22, 15] and related applications such
as decentralized marketplace [11, 9, 12, 4], the throughput
requirement is only going to increase. Hence, it is necessary
to improve the performance of Fabric to support ongoing
growth proactively. Even with the current performance pro-
vided by Fabric, nodes are overprovisioned to satisfy a peak
load as there exists no mechanism to scale up/down a net-
work. As a result, operational cost increases unnecessarily.
Although many recent efforts [34, 35, 27, 25, 23, 30] have
proposed various optimizations to improve the performance
of Fabric, none of them have studied the impact of scaling
techniques, such as vertical and horizontal scaling, on the
performance of Fabric. Hence, in this paper, we study the
efficiency of various scaling techniques and identify bottle-
necks. Then, we re-architect Fabric transparently to im-
prove performance. In general, the consensus layer is as-
sumed to be the bottleneck. Though it is valid for the per-
missionless blockchain such as Ethereum [21], Bitcoin [31]
due to Proof of Work (PoW) consensus, we found that the
validation and commit of a block is the bottleneck in Fab-
ric, not the consensus layer as it uses Raft [33] for ordering
transaction. Our four major contributions are listed below:
1. We conducted experiments to understand the scalabil-
ity of Fabric using various techniques such as (a) scaling
by vCPUs, (b) scaling by peers, (c) scaling by channels,
(d) scaling by peers and channels, and (e) scaling by
endorsement policy. We identified that these techniques
either (i) scales a Fabric network poorly due to the serial
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execution of validation & commit phases, and duplica-
tion of CPU & IO intensive task or (ii) create data silos
or (iii) result in a weaker trust model. Further, to scale a
network dynamically for handling an overload situation,
we identified these techniques to be unsuitable.
2. We re-architected Fabric to enable pipelined execution of
validation & commit phases without violating the serial-
izability isolation. In addition to this, we also facilitated
the validation phase to validate multiple transactions,
which belong to different blocks, in parallel by intro-
ducing a waiting-transactions dependency graph, which
tracks six types of dependencies between transactions.
As a result, the performance improved by 1.36× while
increasing the CPU utilization from 50% to 70%.
3. We introduced a new type of node called sparse peer,
which selectively commits transactions, that helps in
avoiding the duplication of CPU & IO intensive task.
Thus, the performance improved by 2.4×. Overall, our
approaches improved the performance by at least 3×.
4. We built an auto-scaling framework, which can split a
full peer into multiple sparse peers or merge multiple
sparse peers into a full peer. This helps in quickly scaling
up a network to handle an overload situation and reduce
the number of transactions invalidation. Our approach
reduced the time taken to scale-up a network by 96%
while increasing the scale-down time.
The remaining of this paper is structured as follows. §2 pro-
vides background on Hyperledger Fabric and motivates our
work by performing various experiments. §3 describes our
proposed architecture for Fabric. §4 presents a framework
that can aid the dynamic scaling of a Fabric network. §5
briefly describes the implementation details. §6 evaluates
our proposed architecture against vanilla Fabric and show-
case the improvement achieved. §7 presents related work,
while §8 concludes this paper.
2. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
2.1 Hyperledger Fabric Architecture
Hyperledger Fabric consists of three entities—client, peer,
and orderer. The transaction flow in Fabric involves all three
entities and composes of four phases— simulation, ordering,
validation, and commit, as depicted in Figure 1. Figure 2
shows the various components in a peer, which involves in
the execution of simulation, validation, and commit phase.
The communication between different entities happens via
google remote procedure call (gRPC) [6].
Phase 1—Simulation. A client submits a transac-
tion proposal to a peer to invoke a smart-contract which
implements the transaction logic. The endorser validates
and passes the input present in the proposal message to
the appropriate smart-contract. Depending on the input,
the smart-contract executes the logic and reads/writes the
states it manages by issuing GetState(), PutState(), &
GetStateByRange() calls back to the endorser. For a read
request, i.e., GetState(), the endorser reads the state from
the state DB and adds it to the read set of the transaction
maintained at the endorser before passing it to the smart-
contract. For a write request, i.e., PutState(), the endorser
stores the value in the write set of the transaction with-
out modifying the state DB. For a range read query, i.e.,
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Figure 1: Transaction flow in Hyperledger Fabric
GetStateByRange() with a start and end key, the endorser
returns an iterator to the smart-contract. By calling the
Next() on the iterator, the smart-contract reads states. In-
stead of storing these states in the read set, the endorser
stores the start key, end key, and a list of keys read in a sep-
arate data structure called range query info. Once the trans-
action execution completes, the endorser cryptographically
signs/endorse the transaction response (which includes the
transaction proposal, read-write set, and range query info)
before sending it to the client.
The client can submit the transaction proposal to multiple
peers simultaneously depending upon the endorsement pol-
icy [29] defined for the smart-contract. Each smart-contract
maintains its states. One smart-contract can access/modify
states maintained by another contract by invoking it. A
smart-contract invoking another enables the application de-
signer to split a monolithic contract into multiple micro con-
tracts, each performing a specific task.
Phase 2—Ordering. The client submits the endorsed
transaction response to the ordering service. An ordering
service, which consists of orderer nodes from different orga-
nizations, employs consensus protocol [33] to order the re-
ceived transactions and create a block. Each block has a se-
quence number called block number, the hash of the previous
block, the hash of the current block, a list of ordered transac-
tions (i.e., commit order), and the orderer’s signature. The
orderer nodes broadcast the created block to peers.
Phase 3—Validation. The gossip component of the
peer receives blocks and stores them in a block queue. The
peer verifies the following two conditions per transaction in
a block before committing them: (1) collected endorsements
satisfies the endorsement policy specified for the smart-
contract; (2) transaction is serializable. The endorsement
policy validator verifies the endorsements against the en-
dorsement policy by checking whether the set of signatures
on the transaction response is signed by the set of organi-
zations specified in the endorsement policy. If a transaction
invoked multiple smart-contracts (via a feature that allows a
smart-contract to invoke another), the policy of each of the
smart-contract must be satisfied. A transaction is marked
invalid when it does not have adequate endorsements.
Once the policy validator validates all transactions, the se-
rializability validator applies optimistic concurrency control
(OCC) [28] using the read-write set present in the trans-
action response of valid transactions. To facilitate OCC,
the Fabric adds a version identifier to each state stored in
the blockchain. The version for a state is nothing but a
combination of a block number and the transaction num-
ber within the block which last updated/created the state.
All the validator checks for is if the state that a transaction
has read, to decide on its write-set, have not been modified
by preceeding valid transactions in the block and already
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Figure 2: Various components in peer involved in sim-
ulation, validation, and commit phase.
committed transactions. Further, the validator re-executes
range queries present in the range query info to detect any
phantom read as it violates serializability property. Note
that the policy validator parallelly validates transactions in
a block whereas the serializability validator serially validates
each transaction such that it can take into account of write-
set of previous valid transactions within the block.
Phase 4—Commit. After the validation phase, first,
the committer stores the block in the block store, which is a
chain of blocks stored in a file system along with the trans-
action validity information. Second, the committer applies
the write set of all valid transactions to the state database,
which maintains all active states. Third, it stores all valid
and invalid transactions’ write set to the history database,
which maintains both active and inactive states. The disk
writes to block store, state DB, and history DB are serial and
synchronous to handle recovery after a failure. Note that the
history DB only maintains an index in the form of state to a
list of {block number, transaction number within the block}
such that the actual history of each state can be retrieved
from the block store using the transaction’s write-set.
Fabric blockchain network & channel. A blockchain
network created using Fabric consists of multiple organiza-
tions each owning a set of clients, peers, and orderer nodes.
Fabric introduces a concept called channel to provide a pri-
vate subnet of communication between organizations’ peers.
Transactions on a channel are only seen by the members of
the channel. The states and smart-contracts are on a per-
channel basis. Further, the consensus is applicable on a per-
channel basis, i.e., there is no defined order for transaction
across channels. Each channel maintains its blockchain, i.e.,
a separate chain of blocks on the file system and a separate
database for holding the active states. As per the privacy
requirements, a Fabric network can run multiple channels.
2.2 Scalability of Fabric and Bottlenecks
In this section, we present different methods to scale a
Fabric network to get higher transaction throughput. Fur-
ther, we quantify the scalability by conducting various ex-
periments and find out bottlenecks which limit the scalabil-
ity. Traditionally, a distributed system can be scaled verti-
cally, i.e., by adding more power (vCPUs) to existing nodes
or horizontally, i.e., by adding more number of nodes. In
addition to this, the channel concept, and a simplification
of endorsement policy also would help in scaling a network.
Setup. Figure 3 presents the blockchain network topol-
ogy used for all experiments. It consists of four organiza-
tions, each hosting N number of peer nodes, ordering service
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Figure 3: Experimental setup.
based on Raft consensus protocol [33] with five nodes, and
M clients to generate load on the network. The value of
M and N were changed depending upon the experiment.
Each node is hosted on a virtual machine in a datacenter
(refer to Figure 3 for resource configuration). We measure
the throughput as the primary performance metric. The
throughput is the peak rate at which transactions are com-
mitted in the network while maintaining a latency lesser
than or equal to 500 ms. The latency is the time taken
from a client sending the transaction proposal to the trans-
action commit. Note that we only use four organizations
in a blockchain network as it represents a dominant num-
ber of use-cases. For example, in a supply chain solution,
the participants would be a buyer, manufacturer, supplier,
and carrier. In a vehicle insurance solution, the participants
would be an insurance company, police department, repair
shop, and auto part store. Moreover, our results hold for
a network with a large number of organizations too. This
is because the bottlenecks identified in this section are not
related to network size. When the number of organizations
increases, it majorly increases the network utilization be-
tween orderer and peers as orderer nodes need to send the
blocks to multiple peers. This can be resolved by increasing
the number of orderer nodes [20, 35].
Workload and Configuration. Unless specified other-
wise, in the default configuration, each organization hosted
a peer, and all organizations are a member of a single chan-
nel hosting eight smart-contracts each implementing the
smallbank benchmark [18]. We use smallbank (as defined
by BlockBench [24]) as the primary benchmark throughout
this paper as it is a popular benchmark for permissioned
blockchain systems. The workload consists of 6 operations
on a set of 100k accounts. Of the 6, 5 involve both reads
and writes and one involves only reads. To generate load, we
choose one of the operations uniformly at a specific rate. We
used the following two endorsement policies: (1) simple—
any one organization in the channel can execute and endorse
the transaction; (2) complex—all organizations in the chan-
nel must execute and endorse the transaction. The block size
was 100 transactions for all experiments. Tables 1 presents
the parameter configuration used to study the performance
of a Fabric network while employing six different scaling ap-
proaches (including our proposed approach in §3). Table 1
also summarizes the maximum throughput achieved along
with the drawback of each approach.
Base Case Performance. Instead of using the vanilla
Hyperledger Fabric v1.4 as the base case, we used an opti-
mized version thats avoids the redundant block serialization
and deserialization at various phases within a peer using a
block serialization cache as proposed in [26]. This is because
the Hyperledger Fabric community is aware of this and plan
to fix it in the upcoming release. With the block deserial-
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Table 1: Parameters used to study the performance of a Fabric network using various scaling approaches
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Figure 5: Time taken by the validation & commit
phases.
ization cache, the throughput improvement by 1.67×, i.e.,
from 1040 tps to 1790 tps using the default configuration.
(1) Scaling By vCPUs. Figure 4(a) plots the through-
put and CPU utilization over a different number of allocated
vCPUs. With an increase in the allocated vCPUs from 1 to
16, the throughput increased disproportionately from 280
tps to 1790 tps (an increment of 6.4×) while CPU utiliza-
tion decreased from 87% to 50%. When the number of vC-
PUs was low, both the endorser and validator contended
for the CPU resources, which increased the CPU utiliza-
tion. With an increase in the number of vCPUs, the CPU
contention reduced, and the endorsement policy validator
utilized multiple vCPUs to parallelly validate transactions
which resulted in higher throughput. Moreover, during the
execution of commit phase, which is IO heavy, the valida-
tion phase, which is CPU heavy, does not execute, and vice-
versa which resulted in an underutilization of CPU. This is
because the validator cannot validate block (i + 1) in par-
allel with the commit of the block (i) as the state updates
performed during the commit could make the validator to
utilize the stale state. As mentioned in §2.1, the serial-
izability validator validated each transaction serially which
further reduced the CPU utilization.
Figure 5(a) plots the time taken by the validation and
commit phases to process a block of size 100 transactions.
As expected, the time taken by the validation phase reduced
significantly from 144 ms to 23 ms with an increase in the
number of vCPUs. No such reduction was observed with
the time taken by the commit phase (≈20 ms) as it majorily
dependent on the IO performance, not CPU.
Takeaway 1. The vertical scaling of peers can help to
a level, but it is necessary to have pipelined execution of
validation and commit phases to utilize the full potential of
allocated vCPUs.
(2) Scaling By Peers. Figure 4(b) plots the through-
put and CPU utilization over a different number of peers
per organization. Compared to 1 peer per organization, 4
peers increased the throughput by only 1.1×. This is be-
cause all 4 peers within each organization validated and
committed each block, i.e., redundant work within an or-
ganization. With an increase in the number of peers, only
the endorsement for transactions were load balanced among
the peers by clients, which also reduced the CPU utilization.
As the validation and commit phases are costlier than the
simulation phase due to multiple signature verifications and
synchronous disk IO, the increment in the throughput is not
significant. As load balancing of endorsement requests in-
creased the throughput, we wanted to find the peak through-
put of a peer with zero endorsement requests. Hence, for a
peer, we did not submit any endorsement requests while us-
ing other peers to load balance the endorsement requests.
We observed that the non-endorsing peer achieved a peak
throughput of 3000 tps, which was the maximum achiev-
able throughput by validation and commit phases. Fig-
ure 5(b) plots the time taken by the validation and commit
phases.With an increase in the number of peers, the valida-
tion and commit time reduced from 23 ms to 19 ms and 21
ms to 15 ms, respectively. This is because of the reduction
in the endorsement load per peer, which resulted in a tiny
reduction in contention on the CPU and IO.
Takeaway 2. The horizontal scaling of a Fabric network
by adding more peers can help in reducing the load on the
endorser, i.e., simulation phase, but it does not help the val-
idation and commit phases due to redundant work. The re-
dundant work is needed across organizations as one organi-
zation does not trust another, but the same does not apply
for peers within an organization. It is necessary to avoid
redundant work between peers within an organization to im-
prove the performance.
(3) Scaling By Channels. Figure 4(c) plots the
throughput achieved and CPU utilization over a different
number of channels. With an increase in the number of
channels from 1 to 8, the throughput increased from 1790
tps to 3034 tps (an increment of 1.69×). This is because each
channel is independent of others and maintains its chain of
blocks. Hence, the validation and commit phases of multi-
ple blocks (one per channel) executed in parallel, which in-
creased the CPU utilization that resulted in higher through-
put. Figure 5(c) plots the time taken by the validation and
commit phases over a different number of channels. With
an increase in the number of channels per peer, the time
taken by both validation and commit phases increased from
23 ms to 85 ms and 21 ms to 106 ms, respectively, due to
increased contention on the CPU and IO with the parallel
processing of blocks.
Takeaway 3. Though adding channels increased the
throughput, it leads to limited data access. A smart-contract
hosted on a channel can invoke a smart-contract hosted on
another channel within the same peer only for the read op-
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Figure 6: Impact of dynamic scaling by vCPUs & peers.
erations. Further, the serializability validation would not
be done across channels which might not satisfy serializ-
able property for a transaction that touches multiple smart-
contract across channels. Hence, the channel may not be a
suitable technique for scaling a network.
(4) Scaling By Channels and Peers. Figure 4(d) plots
the throughput achieved and CPU utilization over a different
number of channels when the number of peers per organi-
zation was 4 (refer to Figure 4(c) for the case of 1 peer per
organization). Compared to scaling by only channels, this
approach increased the throughput significantly from 1790
tps to 9668 tps (an increment of 5.4×). This is because when
a single peer per organization hosted all channels, both the
CPU & IO contention on the peer were high due to the par-
allel processing of multiple blocks (one per channel). With
an increase in the number of peers per organization, the per
peer channel count decreased which reduced both the CPU
& IO contention on peers that resulted in higher throughput.
Figure 5(c) plots the validation and commit time. With
an increase in the number of channels from 1 to 4, the vali-
dation and commit time increased from 19 ms to 27 ms and
15 ms to 19 ms, respectively. This is because of the incre-
ment in the endorsement load per peer. Due to the uniform
distribution of channels among the peers, with an increase
in the number of channels, the number of peers handling
a channel reduced, which increased the endorsement load
per peer. When the number of channels was 8, the valida-
tion and commit time increased to 33 msecs and 36 msecs,
respectively. This is because each peer handled two chan-
nels, which resulted in parallel validation and commits of
two blocks.
Takeaway 4. The scaling of a Fabric network by adding
more number of peers and channels increased the throughput
significantly. However, a smart-contract hosted on a channel
cannot invoke the smart-contract hosted on another channel
on another peer (even within the same organization) for both
read and write operations which results in absolute data silos.
The channels are preferred only when there is a need for
complete user, transaction, and data privacy. Hence, scaling
by both peers and channels may not be a suitable technique
to achieve higher throughput in a Fabric network.
(5) Scaling by Endorsement Policy. Figure 7(a)
and 7(b) plot the throughput achieved and CPU utiliza-
tion over a different number of organizations in a channel
when the endorsement policy was simple and complex, re-
spectively. Note that each organization ran a peer. Com-
pared to the simple endorsement policy, the complex pol-
icy resulted in a lower throughput as the number of sig-
natures verification increased. With an increase in the
number of organizations with simple policy, the endorse-
ment requests were load-balanced among more peers which
increased the throughput and decreased the CPU utiliza-
tion. However, with an increase in the number of or-
ganizations with complex policy, the throughput decreased
while CPU utilization increased. This is because the
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validator had
to verify an
additional
number of
signatures
with an
increased
number of or-
ganizations.
Takeaway 5.
The perfor-
mance can be improved significantly using a simple
endorsement policy. However, it would result in a weaker
trust model. Further, the endorsement policy is more
dependent on the application scenario and the required
trust model. In the rest of this paper, we only consider
the complex endorsement policy as it encapsulates all trust
models.
2.3 Dynamic Scaling
The scaling approaches are mainly used to dynamically
scale up or down a network to manage the load arrival rate
and reduce the operation cost by avoiding overprovisioning.
Hence, we measure the time taken to scale up a network by
adding more vCPUs and peers to existing organizations.
Dynamic scaling by adding more vCPUs. To
study the impact of dynamic vCPU scaling on the per-
formance, we overloaded peers in a network by gener-
ating more load than it can handle at 4 vCPUs. We
then increased the number of vCPUs to 16, one peer
at a time, after the length of the block queue reached
200. Figure 6(a) plots the time taken to reduce the
block queue length from 200 to 0 for each peer across
organizations. Though peers scaled immediately, it took
around 50 secs to 70 secs to reduce the queue length to 0.
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Figure 6(b) plots the ledger block
height over time, while the num-
ber of vCPUs is increased from 4
to 8. The block height is noth-
ing but the last committed block
number. As expected, the ledger
commit rate increased. Though
the queue size became 0 within 70
secs and the ledger commit rate in-
creased, there was a significant im-
pact on the number of failed trans-
actions due to serializability viola-
tions (as shown in Figure 8). As more blocks were waiting in
the queue to update the ledger state, new transactions were
endorsed using very stale data. As a result, many transac-
tions in each block got invalidated later by the serializability
validator due to mismatch in the version of states present
in the read set against the committed ledger state. After
scaling the peers, it took 180 seconds to reduce the number
of failed transactions to less than 2.
Dynamic scaling by adding more peers. To study
the time taken to add a new peer in an existing organization,
we ran a peer per organization and then added a new peer at
2nd minute, 5th minute, and 10th minute. Figure 6(c) plots
the time taken by new peers to sync up with the existing
peers such that they can process endorsement requests and
new blocks. We observed that the time taken was propor-
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Figure 9: Proposed design to enable pipelined execution
of validation and commit phases.
tional to the block height of existing peers as the new peer
had to fetch all old blocks, validate, and commit them one
by one. As there were no endorsement requests on the new
peer during the sync up, it was able to catch up with the ex-
isting peer by committing transactions at a rate of 3000 tps
(while with endorsement, it was only 1790 tps). However, it
could take hours when the block height of the existing peer
is too high.
Takeaway 6. The dynamic scaling by vCPU is efficient
as it can quickly react to the increased load. However, this
approach is limited by the number of available vCPUs in a
server. With the dynamic scaling by peers, the new peer took
a significant amount of time to sync up with existing peers to
become available for handling the load. This is because the
new peer validated and committed all blocks, i.e., redundant
work. Hence, we need a better approach to scale a network.
2.4 Problem Statement.
Re-architect Hyperledger Fabric to (1) increase the CPU
utilization per peer and (2) reduce the redundant work
within an organization such that the overall throughput
achieved in a network is improved without using channels
and simple endorsement policy. As the load might change
over time, build a framework that can help to scale up or
down the network quickly to reduce the operational cost.
3. DESIGN OF A SCALABLE FABRIC
First, in §3.1, we present a new block processing architec-
ture that enables the pipelined execution of validation and
commit phases and parallel validation of transactions, which
belong to different blocks, to increase the CPU utilization
and throughput without violating the serializability isola-
tion. Next, in §3.2, we introduce sparse peer that can avoid
redundant work within an organization.
3.1 Pipelined Execution of Phases
As mentioned in takeaway 1 in §2.2, we propose a new
architecture (refer to Figure 9) that enables the pipelined
execution of validation and commit phases while still ensur-
ing the correctness, i.e., serializability isolation. Besides, it
enables the serializability validator to validate transactions
in parallel (even across blocks) as opposed to serial valida-
tion in vanilla Fabric. The two key ideas of the proposed
architecture are (1) to exploit the read-write set and the
range query info present in the block for each transaction.
Using these two information, we can construct a dependency
graph which can be used to validate transactions parallelly
without violating the serializability isolation; (2) to main-
tain a dirty state in memory to keep the valid transaction’s
writes which are not yet committed to the state DB. This
dirty state helps to avoid reading a stale state while pipelin-
ing the execution of both phases. Next, we describe the
steps involved in each phase.
3.1.1 Validation Phase
The proposed validation phase consists of three compo-
nents: (1) transaction dependency extractor, (2) validator,
and (3) a result map manager, as shown in Figure 9. In step
¬, the extractor reads a block from the queue and updates
the dependency graph. In step ­, each free validator worker
performs the following three operations: first, it retrieves a
transaction from the graph that has no out-edges & validates
it; second, if the validation passes, it applies the write-set to
the dirty state; third, it updates the dependency graph. In
step ®, it adds the validation result to the result map before
moving to step ­. Next, we describe these steps in detail.
(1) Transaction dependency extractor. The depen-
dency extractor adds each transaction in a block to the
waiting-transactions dependency graph. This graph contains
a node per transaction with an identifier of form {block num-
ber, transaction number within the block}. We interchange-
ably use node and transaction. Let us assume Ti and Tj
are two transactions, and Ti appeared in a block before Tj
(where Tj can be in the same block or any next block). An
edge from Tj to Ti denotes that the transaction Ti must
be validated before validating Tj . The following are the six
types of dependencies that can create an edge from Tj to Ti:
1. read-write (rw) dependency: Ti writes a version of
some state, and Tj reads the previous version of that
state;
2. write-read (wr) dependency: Tj writes a version of
some state, and Ti reads the previous version of that
state;
3. write-write (ww) dependency: Both Ti and Tj write
the same state;
4. phantom-read (pr) dependency: Tj performed a range
query, and Ti writes a new state that would match the
range query performed by Tj ;
5. endorsement-policy-read-write (ep-rw) dependency:
Ti updates the endorsement policy of a smart-contract,
and Tj invoked that smart-contract using the previous
version of the endorsement policy;
6. endorsement-policy-write-read (ep-wr) dependency:
Tj updates the endorsement policy of a smart-contract,
and Ti invoked that smart-contract using the previous
version of the endorsement policy;
No cycle is possible in the graph as an edge is always from
a new transaction to an old one. Table 2 presents the differ-
ence between our proposed waiting-transaction dependency
graph and dependency graphs used in prior arts [19, 32, 34]
related to a permissioned blockchain platform. It is evident
that our proposed graph is novel due to the differences in
goal.
Fate dependencies. While all six dependencies are used
to decide between parallel and serial validation of transac-
tions, only the rw-dependency, pr-dependency, and ep-rw-
dependency also decide the validation results of dependent
transactions—called fate dependencies. When there is a fate
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Table 2: Comparison of our dependency graph with dependency graphs used in prior arts in permissioned blockchain
our approach ParBlockchain [19] blockchain RDBMS [32] Fabric++ [34]
goal to validate transactions
parallely (even across
blocks)
to execute transactions parallely to reorder transactions
to reduce the abort rate
transaction flow execute-order-validate order-execute order-execute & execute-
order in parallel
execute-order-validate
dependencies tracked rw, wr, ww, pr, ep-rw, ep-
wr
rw, wr, ww rw
dependency boundary across blocks single block
cycles impossible possible
constructed place peer orderer peer orderer
constructed time during validation during ordering during execution during ordering
ordering semantics FIFO order that reduces the
transactions abortserialization order FIFO partial FIFO
supported queries get, put, range get, put SQL get, put
dependency from Tj to Ti and Ti is valid, the Tj would be
marked invalid to ensure serializability. For any other de-
pendencies, Tj can be validated irrespective of the validation
results of Ti. The dependency extractor records all depen-
dencies between every two transactions in the graph.
Detecting phantom dependency. Except for pr-
dependency, all other dependencies are easy to identify using
read-write set. To identify pr-dependency, we maintain a trie
data structure with states which are present in the write set
of all waiting transactions in the graph. Before adding a
transaction to the graph, we run the range query, which is
present in range query info of the transaction, on the trie
data structure. If the query finds any matching state, then
the new transaction has a pr-dependency to the transaction
that holds the matching state in its write set.
The extractor exposes the following two operations to en-
able other components to access the dependency graph. (1)
GetNextTransaction() Ti—Finds a list of transactions from
the graph which has no out-edge; From the list, returns a
transaction Ti that has the least {block number, transaction
number} as the identifier. In other words, it returns the
oldest transaction in the graph which has no dependency
on other transactions (but other transaction can depend
on it). (2) UpdateDependencyGraphAndValidationResults(Ti,
isValid)—updates the dependency graph by removing the
node Ti. If isValid is true, i.e., Ti is valid, it removes all
transactions that have an out-edge to Ti due to a fate de-
pendency, and adds them to the result map as invalid.
(2) Validator. The logic of endorsement policy validator
and serializability validator remains the same except the fol-
lowing two modifications: (1) both validators use dirty state
& state DB (to avoid reading a state data); (2) the serial-
izability validator uses multiple workers to validate transac-
tions parallelly instead of a single worker.
Each free worker calls GetNextTransaction() to get the
next transaction to be processed. First, the endorse-
ment policy validator checks whether the policy is satis-
fied. On a success, the same worker executes the serial-
izability check. If the transaction passes both validations,
the worker applies the write-set to the dirty state and calls
UpdateDependencyGraphAndValidationResults() to update the
dependency graph. Finally, the worker adds the validation
result to the result map. To ensure that the validator does
not read a stale state, a read request (such as a read of the
policy of a smart-contract or the version of a state) would
first go to the dirty state. Only on a miss, the read request
would reach the state DB. For storing the dirty state, we use
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Figure 10: Difference between a full peer and a sparse
peer.
a trie data structure with leaf as a {key-value pair (i.e., a
state), version}. This trie structure enables the serializabil-
ity validator to validate range queries present in range query
info for a phantom reads. Every range query is executed on
both the trie and state DB to detect a phantom read.
(3) Result map manager. It manages a map of
{block number, transaction number} to validation result.
It exposes the following two operations on the map: (1)
AddValidationResult (block number, transaction number, is-
Valid) adds the validation result of a transaction to map;
(2) GetAndDeleteValidationResult (block number, transaction
number) returns the validation result associated with a given
transaction after deleting it. Both extractor and validator
call (1) whereas only the committer calls (2).
3.1.2 Commit Phase
As compared to the validation phase, the logic of the com-
mit phase does not change significantly. As shown in Fig-
ure 9, in step ¶, whenever the committer becomes free, it
reads a block from the queue and retrieves the list of trans-
actions. In step ·, the committer fetches the validation
results by calling GetAndDeleteValidationResult() for each
transaction. If the validation result is not available for a
transaction, the call would be blocked until the result is
available. Once the committer collects validation result of
all transactions, in step ¸, it stores the block in the block
store and applies the valid write-sets to state & history DB
as in vanilla Fabric. In step ¹, it calls the validation man-
ager to remove the dirty state associated with the just com-
mitted block number as the validator can read those states
from the state DB itself.
3.2 Sparse Peer to Avoid Redundant Work
From the takeaway 2 in §2.2, we know that multiple peers
within an organization do redundant work which limits the
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efficiency of horizontal scaling. To avoid redundancy, in Fig-
ure 10, we propose a new peer type called a sparse peer.
As compared to a full peer in vanilla Fabric, a sparse peer
may not validate and commit all transactions within a block.
The concept of a sparse peer is inspired by the sharding con-
cept in a distributed database. First, in §3.2.1, we present
our design of a sparse peer. Second, in §3.2.2, we present
a method to execute the simulation phase in a distributed
manner, since a sparse peer does not hold all states of a
blockchain. Finally, in §3.2.3, we present distributed valida-
tion and commit of transactions, which is needed as a result
of distributed simulation.
3.2.1 Sparseness in Validation and Commit
The key idea behind a sparse peer is that it can selectively
validate and commit transactions. If all sparse peers within
an organization select a non-overlapping set of transactions,
we can avoid the redundant work. Towards achieving this,
first, we define a deterministic selection logic such that each
sparse peer selects a different set of transactions. Second, we
change the validator and committer to apply the selection
logic on the received block. Third, as an optional feature, we
make the peer pass the selection logic to the orderer such
that the orderer itself can apply the filter and send only
required transactions in a sparse block. As a result, both
network bandwidth utilization and disk IO would reduce.
Figure 11 shows two variants of the sparse peer.
(1) Transaction selection filter: Each sparse peer
owns a filter and applies it on a received block to identify
which transactions to consider. The filter is simply a list of
smart-contracts. For each peer, the admin assigns/updates
the filter by issuing a request via gRPC to the peer process.
The sparse peer only validates and commits transaction in
a block that invoked a smart-contract specified in the filter.
When a transaction had invoked multiple smart-contracts,
even if the filter contains only one of those smart-contracts,
the transaction would be considered by the sparse peer. The
reason for chosing smart-contracts in a filter is that most
applications such as TradeLens [14], WeTrade [17], Food
Trust [7] are built using multiple smart-contracts each per-
forming a specific task as similar to micro-services. Such
an architecture enables each team of developers to build
and manage a smart-contract independently. Further, the
application uses the feature of one smart-contract invoking
another when a transaction needed to touch multiple smart-
contracts (which was of lower percentage among the total
number of transactions submitted).
(2) Validation and commit based on a filter. When
the transaction dependency extractor reads a block from the
queue, it only adds transactions, which invoked a smart-
contract present in the filter, to the waiting-transactions de-
pendency graph. When the committer reads the block, it
marks transactions, which did not invoke any smart-contract
present in the filter, as not validated but stores the whole
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Figure 12: Merkle tree based block hash computation.
block in the block store. The rest of the validator and com-
mitter logic remains the same. The advantage of storing the
whole block is that when the filter is updated, the sparse
peer can fetch all transactions associated with the newly
added smart-contract from the local block store itself. Then,
it needs to fetch only the validation results from other peer’s
block store to avoid revalidation. However, the disadvantage
is that it would not reduce network bandwidth utilization
and disk IO. As an optional feature, next, we allow sparse
peers to pass their filter directly to the orderer.
(3) Block dissemination based on filters. If order-
ers themselves apply the filter and send only appropriate
transactions via a sparse block to each sparse peer, we can
save both network bandwidth utilization and disk IO. Hence,
each sparse peer sends its filter to an orderer to which it has
connected. For each block, the orderer applies the filter and
send only the required transactions to the peer. However,
this creates a problem with the hash chain and its verifi-
cation. In vanilla Fabric, at the time of block creation, the
orderer computes a block hash and stores it in the block. The
block hash is computed using all transactions’ bytes within
that block and the hash present in the previous block. When
a peer receives a block, it can check its integrity by verify-
ing the hash chain. Further, this hash chain is the source of
truth of a blockchain network. If we make the orderer send
only a sub-set of transactions in a block, the peer would not
be able to verify and maintain the hash chain integrity.
Sparse block. To fix this problem, we propose a sparse
block which includes (1) a Merkle tree to represent the
block hash (as shown in Figure 12); (2) only a sub-set of
transactions after applying the filter; (3) applied filter; (4)
transactions identifiers (T-IDs) of all transactions. In our
Raft based consensus service, the leader node constructs the
merkle tree while other nodes applies filter before sending
the block to its connected peers. When a sparse peer re-
ceives a sparse block, it can verify the hash chain integrity
only by using a sub-set of transactions. Due to the veri-
fication of Merkle tree hash, as compared to a single hash
verification, this approach would increase the CPU utiliza-
tion but reduces network and disk IO. A list of transaction
identifiers are sent with a sparse block to enable the valida-
tor to check for duplicates and mark them invalid appropri-
ately. In vanilla Fabric, the orderer does not peek into the
transaction. However, we break that as the orderer needs
to find transactions associated with each smart-contract and
also find transactions which invoke multiple smart-contracts.
Since the orderers already have access to the entire transac-
tion even in a vanilla Fabric, a motivated party could always
peak into the transactions. Hence, our approach does not
weakens the trust model. Moreover, a sparse block is an
optimization, not a necessity.
3.2.2 Distributed Simulation
In vanilla Fabric, when a smart-contract named supplier
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invokes another contract named carrier, the supplier con-
tract sends a message to the peer process to invoke the
carrier contract. The peer process forwards the request
to carrier contract and returns its results to supplier con-
tract. Note that states read/written by carrier contract
are also added to the transaction’s read-write set. There
is no fundamental reason for both smart-contracts to reside
on the same peer. Hence, with sparse peer, we allow these
smart-contracts to be placed on different peers and enable
distributed simulation to allow supplier contract hosted on
sparse peer P1 to invoke the carrier contract hosted on P2.
We achieve this by making P1 send a message to P2 which
invokes the carrier contract. The response, which includes
the states that are read/written by the carrier contract, is
relayed back to P1. The filter DB, as shown in Figure 11,
holds the filters of each sparse peer and is used to decide
which peer to contact for a given smart-contract. As the
distributed simulation happens over a network and the en-
dorser holds a read lock on the whole state DB [35], the
commit operation would get delayed if there are substan-
tial number of distributed simulations. Hence, we adopt
the technique proposed by Meir et al. [30] to get rid of the
read-write lock on the state DB.
3.2.3 Distriubted Validation and Commit
Due to the distributed simulation, now we need dis-
tributed validation and commit. Consider a transaction T
invoking smart-contracts S1, S2, . . .Sn. Consider sparse
peers P1, P2, . . . , Pn where each peer Pi has filter Fi with
a single smart-contract Si. The transaction invoking all n
smart-contracts is considered valid when the transaction sat-
isfies both the policy and serialization checks of each con-
tract invocation. Hence, to commit this transaction, we
would require an agreement from all n sparse peers during
the validation phase.
Strawman protocol. Each peer Pi validates parts of the
transaction that involved smart contracts SiFi, and then
broadcast the results to every other peer. Once a peer has
received valid as a result for all smart-contracts S1 . . . Sk,
it can consider the transaction valid and commit it. If an
invalid result is received, the peer does not need to wait
for any more results and can proceed by invalidating the
transaction. As peers within an organization are trusted,
there are no security issues. While the approach is sim-
ple, there is a significant drawback. Since the peers could
be at different block height due to different block commit
rates (as a result of heterogenous hardware, or heteroge-
nous workloads), a transaction requiring distributed commit
could block other transactions in the block for a consider-
able amount of time. As a result, the committer could get
blocked at GetAndDeleteValidationResult() call.
An improved protocol using priorities. To reduce
the committer’s blocking time, we prioritize the valida-
tion of distributed transactions by enhancing the waiting-
transactions dependency graph introduced in §3.1 as follows:
each node in the graph has two flags—committerBlocked
& priority. The committerBlocked flag is marked when
the committer call to GetAndDeleteValidationResult() is
blocked. The priority flag is marked when the transac-
tion requires distributed validation. Further, we enhance
the logic of GetNextTransaction() described in §3.1, as ex-
plained next. The GetNextTransaction() first executes the
following three steps in the order until it finds a list of
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Figure 13: A full peer is splitting into 3 sparse peers.
nodes (once it finds a list, the remaining steps are not exe-
cuted): (1) find a list of nodes where each node is marked
with committerBlocked and has no out-edge; return the list
if non-empty. (2) find a list of nodes where each node is
marked with priority and has no out-edge; return the list if
non-empty. (3) find a list of nodes which have no out-edge;
return the list if non-empty. From the list of nodes, the
GetNextTransaction() return the transaction Ti associated
with a node that has the least {block number, transaction
number} as the identifier.
Deferred Transactions. Even with the improved proto-
col, the committer might get blocked due to network delays.
Hence, we introduce deferred transactions in which the com-
mitter can proceed to commit all local transactions (i.e.,
partial block commit) without waiting for the distributed
transactions instead marking them as deferred during the
commit (as it is needed for recovery after a peer failure).
Whenever the result is available, the deferred transaction is
committed and removed from the graph. Note that any local
transaction that has a dependency on a deferred transaction
must be deferred even if it is in a different block.
4. AN AUTO-SCALING FRAMEWORK
From takeaway 6 in §2.2, we know that dynamically scal-
ing a Fabric network by adding more peers took significant
time. Hence, in this section, we propose a method to quickly
scale a network using sparse peer, i.e., by splitting a full
peer into multiple sparse peers or a sparse peer into multiple
sparse peers. Further, we propose a method to scale down a
network by merging multiple sparse peers into a smaller set
of sparse peer or a full peer (as described in §4.2).
4.1 Splitting a full peer into sparse peers
To split a full peer into multiple sparse peers, we make the
full peer to use the filter. A full peer contains all deployed
smart-contracts (denoted by a set S) in its filter as opposed
to only a subset of smart-contracts. The process of splitting
a full peer involves three steps: (1) add a new sparse peer
with a filter containing a sub-set of smart-contracts SA; (2)
copy the blockchain states of smart-contracts in set SA, to
the new sparse peer from the full peer; (3) remove smart-
contracts in set SA from the filter in full peer to make it a
sparse peer. While step 1 and 3 are trivial, step 2 is complex.
Figure 13 shows an example of such a split.
Copy of a smart-contract’s states. To a newly added
sparse peer, we need to copy data, which are associated
with smart-contracts in set SA, from the block store, state
DB, and history DB in the full peer. In vanilla Fabric,
each smart-contract’s state is prefixed with a smart-contract
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name. Hence, it is trivial to identify the states associated
with a given smart-contract. We can copy the states in two
approaches: (1) copy blocks from the block store along with
the validation results to the new sparse peer to build all
three stores; (2) copy the required states directly from the
state DB. As the former approach is costlier in terms of both
network and disk IO, we go with the later. Once the state
DB is copied along with the last committed block, we can
start to allow endorsement and regular block commit on the
new sparse peer. The last committed block is required such
that the new peer can validate the hash chain when a new
block is received. In addition to this, we also need to copy
all transactions’ identifiers from an index DB maintained at
the block store. These transactions’ identifiers are used by
the validation manager to detect duplicate identifier.
Interference from on-going block commits. To copy
the state DB data, first, the newly added sparse peer uses
the gossip component to identify the last committed block
number in the full peer. Second, it asks the full peer to
send all active states as of a given block number. Third,
it receives the data and builds the state DB. At the full
peer, it is not trivial to send all active states as of a given
block number as the full peer continues to commit blocks
and changes the active states, which interfere with state
transfer. For example, in Figure 14, the new sparse peer is
requesting all states associated with the smart-contract S1
as of block number 3. In other words, it asks for the active
value of keys K1 to K5 as of block number 3. However, the
existing peer continues to commit blocks and changes the
active states. At block number 5, the key K1 does not even
exist in the state DB.
Interference Mitigation. To tackle the above men-
tioned problem, the following three steps are executed:
1. The full peer adds new entries in history DB of form
{smart-contract, block number, transaction number} 7→
a list of {key, isDelete, isDeferred} for every block com-
mit. The isDelete and isDeferred are used to denote a
deleted key and a deferred transaction, respectively.
2. When the full peer receives a copy request with a block
number, it performs a range query over the newly added
index with the start key as {smart-contract, 0} and the
end key as {smart-contract, the requested block number}
to find all needed keys. The full peer can then read
the values and versions from the state DB. However, the
state DB’s copy either might be at a version that falls
outside the requested block range due to new blocks’
commit or might not even exist due to a delete operation.
In such a case, the full peer would fetch the respective
value and version from the block store.
3. Once the newly added sparse peer copies all needed data
including the data associated with the deferred transac-
tions, the full peer updates its filter to become a sparse
peer. The newly added sparse peer starts to receive
blocks (including the one that got committed in the net-
work during the data copy phase) from the orderer and
proceed with the regular block validation and commit.
Thus, a full peer splits into two sparse peers. The approach
is same for splitting a peer into two or more sparse peers.
Parallel copy of a smart-contract’s states. When
either there are two full peers within an organization or two
replicas of a sparse peer to load balance the endorsement
Block 1 – S1 {K1, K2} S2 {k1}
Block 2 – S1 {K3, K4} S2 {k2}
Block 3 – S1 {K2, K5}
Block 4 – S1 {K1, K4}
Block 5 – S1 {K1} (deleted)
S1 {[K2, Value] [K3, Value] 
[K4, Value] [K5, Value]}
S2 {[k1, Value] [k2, Value] 
StateDBSparse Peer 
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Figure 14: A sparse peer issues a copy request to a full
peer.
requests, we copy the required data to a new sparse peer
parallelly. The following steps describes the flow:
1. Once the new sparse peer gets the last committed block
number of other peers, it creates multiple requests with
non-overlapping block ranges and send each request to
a different peer while considering its last block number.
2. When a peer receives a copy request with a range of
blocks denoted by {start block number, end block num-
ber}, it performs a range query over the newly added
index in the history DB with the start key as {smart-
contract, start block number} and the end key as {smart-
contract, end block number} to find all needed keys. The
peer can then read the values and versions from the stat-
eDB. It might happen that the stateDB’s copy might be
at a version that falls outside the requested block range.
In that case, the full peer marks the key with a sentinel
value indicating the same. We call this entry as a hole.
3. If the new sparse peer receives a hole in a response, it
waits for responses of other requests sent to other peers
as they might fill the hole automatically.
4. Once all responses have been received, there might still
be a few holes. The new peer then requests for the
value of the key as of the last committed block number.
The other peer retrieves the value from the transaction’s
write-set present in the block store.
Further to enable a new peer to fetch states from other
newly added peers which do not have the full block store,
we always copy the complete history DB. As a result, every
peer can be used to copy states to a new peer.
4.2 Merging sparse peers into a full peer
To scale down a network, we need to merge multiple sparse
peers into a few sparse peers or to a full peer. The logic of
merge operation is almost same as splitting a full peer into
multiple sparse peers, in terms of changing the filter and
copying the data. In the split operation, we remove smart-
contracts from the filter in existing peers, whereas in the
merge operation, we add smart-contracts to filter in a few of
existing peers while emptying the filter of other peers. The
peer that has the largest volume of the data are retained
while the peer with least volume of data are removed.
4.3 Validation result sharing with replicas
To load balance the endorsement requests and to provide
high availability, it is required to run multiple replicas of a
spare peer. If all replicas do the same work, we will end up
wasting resources. Hence, we enable the replicas of a sparse
peer to share validation results between them. In a replica
set, one sparse peer is chosen as the leader who is responsi-
ble for validating the transaction and share the results with
other replicas. All followers wait to receive the validation
results from the leader to commit transactions. The leader
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Figure 15: Performance comparison of (a) pipelined ex-
ecution of validation and commit phases, (b) sparse peer
(SP) with full blocks (FB) and sparse blocks (SB), (c)
combination of (a) and (b) against vanilla full peer (FP).
peer is allocated with more resources as compared to follow-
ers. As future work, our goal is to design a protocol that
can make the replicas to validate a block collaboratively.
5. IMPLEMENTATION
The overall implementation added 15k lines of golang code
to Fabric v1.4 excluding test and generated code. The de-
pendency graph was implemented using two queues: one for
distributed transactions and another for a normal transac-
tions. Each entry in the queue pointed to transactions block-
ing it. These pointers were used to track dependencies. The
dirty state component was implemented using a trie in order
to handle validation of range queries. The implementation of
sparse peer itself was straightforward as it mostly involved
making the code ignore transactions outside of the peer’s
filter. For modifying filters of a peer on the fly by the ad-
ministrators, we implemented a system smart-contract that
gave an interface to modifying the peer’s filters.
6. EVALUATION OF PROPOSED DESIGN
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our pro-
posed design against vanilla Hyperledger Fabric. The setup
used for the study is same as the one shown in Figure 3. For
all experiments, peers were assigned with 16 vCPUs and
only one channel was created in a network. Unless speci-
fied otherwise, we use one peer per organization, and eight
smart-contracts each hosting the smallbank workload.
Pipelined Execution of Validation and Commit
Phases. Figure 15(a) plots the throughput achieved with
the pipelined execution against vanilla Fabric. As expected,
the throughput increased by 1.36× while increasing the CPU
utilization from 50% to 70%. The validation manager was so
efficient that the committer never got blocked. The size of
the result-map was always greater than 500. This is because
the time taken by the committer (≈31 ms at 2500 endorse-
ment requests per second—eps) was always higher than the
time taken by validators. Further, the end-to-end commit
latency (validation + commit) for a block reduced from 50
ms (at 1800 eps) to 38ms (at 2500 eps).
Sparse Peer with Full and Sparse Blocks. We evalu-
ate the performance of two variants of sparse peer proposed
in §3.2. Each organization hosted 4 sparse peers where the
filter of each sparse peer contained only 2 non-overlapping
smart-contracts. Figure 15(b) plots the throughput achieved
with both variants of sparse peers against a network where
each organization hosted 4 vanilla peers. As expected,
the throughput increased significantly by 2.4× with sparse
peers. At the same time, the CPU utilization per node re-
duced as compared to the vanilla full peer because of the
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avoidance of redundant CPU intensive tasks. This sug-
gests that we can use smaller servers for higher throughput
with sparse peer. Compared to the sparse peer processing
full blocks, the sparse peer processing sparse block achieved
higher throughput due to the reduced IO operation.
Sparse Peer with Pipelined Execution. Figure 15(c)
plots the throughput achieved with the combination of
sparse peer and pipelined execution against vanilla Fabric.
The throughput increased significantly to 6400 tps, i.e., by
3.16×. Further, the CPU utilization also increased due to
the pipelined execution of validation and commit phases.
Distributed Simulation and Validation. When
transactions invoke multiple smart-contracts, sparse peer
employs distributed simulation and validation. To study
the performance of our proposed system in the presence of
distributed transactions, we submitted transactions that in-
voked multiple smallbank contracts. Figure 16 plots the
throughput with vanilla Fabric, sparse peer with pipeline
and deferred transactions, and sparse peer with pipeline, de-
ferred transactions, and priority. When 60% of transactions
invoked multiple contracts, the performance achieved was
lower as excepted compared to the run where only 20% of
transactions invoked multiple contracts, irrespective of the
employed optimization. This is because, with 60% trans-
actions invoking multiple contracts, the amount of work to
be done at each peer increased. Futher, our proposed tech-
niques resulted in a significant performance improvement as
compared to vanilla Fabric. With priority based approach,
the number of deferred transactions reduced from 105 to 78
when 20% of transactions invoked multiple contracts.
Scale Up. We evaluate the dynamic scaling approch dis-
cussed in §4. Figure 17(a) plots the time taken to add a
new peer by copying states from a single other peer as well
as from two other peers. To perform a fair comparison with
vanilla, we added a new sparse peer with all smart-contracts
(which is an equavalent of a full peer) and generated the
same load on existing peers. Compared to the time taken
to add a vanilla peer at various minutes, our approach pro-
vided a multifold reduction. This is because, our approach
copied a much smaller amount of data as compared to vanilla
approach. In general, the size of block store is 60× higher
than the size of state DB. As we directly copy required states
from the state DB, the time taken to add a new peer reduced
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significantly. Further, when the new peer pulled states from
two peers parallelly, the time taken reduced by half (the time
in Figure 17(a) is represented in log-scale). Figure 17(b)
plots the impact of state transfer on the performance of ex-
isting peers. Whenever a new peer is added, existing peers
observed a throughput drop due to additional disk IO con-
tention and state DB synchronization. When the new peer
pulled data from multiple sources, the performance degra-
dation reduced significantly. This shows that our approach
can help in scaling a Fabric network.
Scale Down. When peers are under-utilized, it is neces-
sary to scale down to reduce the operational cost. In vanilla
Fabric network, the scale down operation is very easy as we
need to just stop a few peers within an organization. How-
ever, with sparse peers, we need to merge peers by copying
one sparse peer’s states to another sparse peer. To measure
the time taken for merging multiple sparse peers, we ran
an experiment where each organization hosted four sparse
peers. Each sparse peer had two smart-contracts in its fil-
ter and they were non-overlapping with other sparse peers
within an organization. We merged all sparse peers into a
single full peer after running the network at 1800 tps for
sometime. The time taken to merge these sparse peers after
2 minutes, 5 minutes, and 10 minutes were 4.29 secs, 10.17
secs, 24.59 secs, respectively. While the sparse peer helped
to scale up a network quickly, it increased the time taken to
scale down a network as compared to vanilla Fabric.
7. RELATEDWORK
In this section, we cover the existing work that improved
the performance of Hyperledger Fabric. None of them have
studied the performance using different scaling techniques.
Thakkar et al. [35] conducted a comprehensive perfor-
mance study and found bottlenecks in Fabric v1.0 and pro-
vided guidelines to design applications and operate the net-
work to attain a higher throughput. Further they imple-
mented a few optimizations on the peer process. These op-
timizations have already been included in Fabric v1.4, and
hence our work builds upon this work.
Dang et al. [23] applied sharding at the consensus layer in
order to scale a blockchain network. Our work is orthogonal
to theirs as we optimize the block validation and commit
phases. Further, we identified that the performance of a
peer is a bottleneck in Fabric, not the ordering service.
Sharma et al. [34] studied the fundamental differences
and similarities between blockchain systems and traditional
databases. They then used ideas from the database liter-
ature, namely transaction reordering during the ordering
phase and early transaction abort during the simulation
phase. They used these techniques to reduce the failure rate
of the transactions due to serialization conflicts. These tech-
niques are orthogonal to our work as we focus on pipelined
execution of different phases and to avoid redundant work.
Istvan et al. [27] proposed to shift from the block process-
ing paradigm to a stream processing paradigm and only used
blocks as a means to amortize disk access costs. This helped
in decreasing the latency. This work is partially orthogonal
to ours in that the benefits of sparseness and pipelined exe-
cution can be transfered to their design trivially.
Gorenflo et al. [26] proposed various optimizations such as
replacing the state DB with a hash table, storing blocks in a
separate server, separating the committer and endorser into
different servers, parallelly validating the transactions head-
ers, and caching the unmarshed blocks to reach a through-
put of 20000 tps. However, we believe that many of these
optimizations are not practical for production environment.
For example, a state DB is must to support range queries
and persist all active states (which would help to recover a
peer quickly after a failure). In their measurement, there
is no disk IO which is not suitable for a production setup.
The proposed approach assumes the transactions to have no
read-write conflicts. Moreover, their work is orthogonal to
ours as (1) they do not execute the validation and commit
phases in a pipelined manner; (2) they not parallelly val-
idate transaction during the serializability check; (3) they
do not have a concept of sparseness in a peer; and (4) they
do not provide a framework to scale up a Fabric network
quickly. Note, we have adopted the block cache proposed in
this work as mentioned in § 2.2.
Meir et al. [30] proposed to remove the read-write lock
on the state DB and instead used an optimistic concurrency
technique during simulation phase. We have adopted this
technique to improve the performance achieved with the dis-
tributed simulation as described in § 3.2.2.
Goel et al. [25] argued that the default first-in-first-out
ordering of transactions is unfair and inefficient. They pro-
posed a weighted fair queuing strategy for ordering trans-
actions which can support different quality of service for
different transactions. Further, they implemented this in a
decentralized manner. Our work is orthogonal to this work
as we focus on the scalability of a Fabric network.
8. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied the performance of Hyperledger
Fabric using various scaling techniques and identified two
major bottlenecks: (1) serial execution of code in the crit-
ical path; (2) duplication of CPU and IO intensive tasks.
Hence, we re-architected Fabric to remove these two bottle-
necks. Toward this, we introduced a pipelined execution of
important phases and a new peer type called sparse peer.
Overall, the throughput of Fabric improved by 3×. Fabric
displays increased failed transaction rates when it is over-
loaded. As existing approaches took significant time to scale
a network, we used sparse peer and provided a auto-scaling
framework that can scale a network up/down very quickly.
Further, all the techniques described here are transpar-
ent to the application code. As a result, every existing ap-
plication can readily benefit from the proposed techniques.
Even more so, major cloud vendors such as Amazon AWS,
Microsoft Azure, IBM Cloud, Oracle Cloud, and Alibaba
Cloud offer Blockchain as a Service (BaaS) that supports
Hyperledger Fabric. These BaaS platforms can adopt the
idea of “Sparse Peers” along with the auto-scaling frame-
work to provide truly elastic and fully managed blockchain
platforms, much like their other elastic cloud services.
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